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Photograph    

Name:Vishnu Prasad Chaubey  

  

E Mail:- nimmuv@gmail.com  

  

Mobile/Contact Numbers: 08884921578  

PAN: AJNPC3142P  

Date of Birth: 07/08/1985  

Address:   

#4,4TH,1st main,MLA layout ,RT nagar,  

Bengaluru-560032,Karnataka  

  

  

Education Qualification:   

  
Master   

Experience: 12 Years of Experiences in terms 

of How to Have the best from Human based on 

Emotion & Productivity,  

Blood Group: 

A +ve  

Allergy: NIL  

  

Profile (Knowledge and talent –strength)  

  
I have worked with NGO/Corporates/Local body/Government institution/School & Colleges for:-  

1) Total development of Person.  

2) Creating healthy relation between emotion & productivity of a Human which will make 

sure for the best & rewarding future,  

3) Development of the Process & Product ,  

4) How to make strategic plan to have the best cost-effective program & its awareness,   

5)Making human-minds to understand the things based on lot of activity & class room 

management,  

Etc…  

  
Learning (Career) from the Course – Valuation of Ecosystem Goods and Services (organized 

jointly by ENVIS Centres at IISc and EMPRI, Bangalore  

  
What I got to know within 15days of program:-   

#Nature is very important & it has value which can be converted in terms of numbers ,Nature has 

its own rule & regulation, which can be very profitable/dangerous for each human,.  

#Understanding about program & future need/impact on Human social life,  

#How to train/teach to others as a Trainer,  

#Practical & natural knowledge-it was great for me, Like visit to forest.  



Upgraded Profile and your possible role in the future:-  

  
A-From last 12 years I have been a part of Training as a Trainer, it will help me to create  

awareness about the program at different kind of stages as per need even based on people minds,  

B-I can deliver my learning to the person who are related to Gram  

Panchayat/NGO/Corporates/Local body/Government institution/School & Colleges/Special 

group etc..  

C-Today money valuation for each thing is very important & all the human known for this, 

creation of similar money relation will help to us to save our nature & will make more add on  

our Indian GDP,for an exp:- one tree is giving Oxygen , shelter, fruits , wood, 

medicine, flower, support to other life/nature/water etc…  

& one man also known for generation of salary based on his own productivity (Keep in mind 

without nature support you cannot do anything).  

  
In Man case we are able to compute the MRP(Maximum Retail Price) for his productivity as a 

salary, but in case of Tree it’s not possible because we have not understood the process & reason 

behind this ,we think its God gift ,I mean we all are ignoring & end of the day we have natural 

disaster for our  

Kerela/Bihar/Odisa/Tamilnadu/Maharastra/Gujarat/Chattisgad/Uttrakhand/J&K/karnataka etc…  

  
D-I can generate the employment based on my learning for our Human,& employment is in need 

as well as in deed for each human life.  

  
E-I can do much more based on Given an opportunity.  

  

  


